Land of the Watchers (Mysteries in Mesopotamia) (Volume 2)

Ancient
aliens,
royal
bloodlines,
suppressed
technology,
one-world
government; these are just a few of the
many theories that have been proposed to
explain the mysteries behind Sumerian
archaeological excavations.
In her
bestselling
report,
The
Sumerian
Controversy, Heather Lynn lifted the veil
to expose the elite power structure behind
the latest discovery near the ancient city of
Ur. In this full-length follow-up book, she
gives updates on the excavations, and
pushes the boundaries of the accepted
narrative to expose a hidden history, and
the measures some will take to keep it
secret. Land of the Watchers is a stylized
first-person narrative of one archaeologists
look into archaeological excavations
funded by oligarchs and aristocracy,
through interviews and whistleblower
testimony. She learns that the motivation
behind research into Sumerian artifacts and
temple sites is to establish a link between
the ancient kings of Mesopotamia and the
ruling class of today. This link, if found,
would give the mega wealthy what has
been known in history as the Divine Right
of Kings; the right to rule over the entire
worlds population. There is only one
caveat; this doctrine can only be enforced if
a relic, known as the Tablet of Destinies, is
found and its fragments pieced together.
Armed with this knowledge, Heather goes
in search of what is being planned for
mankind at the hands of the super-elite,
following the hidden history of the
bloodlines of the Sumerian King list from
biblical days, through Classical Antiquity,
and into todays high tech geopolitical
landscape. Is there an ancient genealogical
link between the ruling class, wealthy
global elites, and the Sumerian kings? Is
this genetic link of earthly origin? What
does this mean for mankind, and who are
the Watchers?
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